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Vision Statement
“As a global leader in Sustainable ICT, HMG
will ensure that our digital Infrastructure
and associated supply chains are
rationalised, responsible, resilient and free
of slavery/exploitation, creating
environmental, economic and social
benefits for all.”

Business rule 1: To meet
net zero by 2050 (or
sooner)

• 2020: All ICT suppliers commit to
science-based net zero targets in line
with the Paris Agreement (or procuring
department target, whichever is sooner)
and have developed carbon mitigation
and adaptation strategies.

• 2025: All ICT suppliers follow up the
commitment they made to becoming net
zero with a road map and action plan,
showing proven progress towards the
goals. Seeking a carbon positive/net
gain/net positive outcome through the
services provided.

Business rule 2: Circular
economy – resources
and waste strategy

• 2020: HMG estates deliver 0% to landfill with an
annual increase in reuse and materials recycled.
All suppliers have circular ICT policies and
strategies and products are routinely designed for
durability, ease of maintenance and recycling.
Problematic materials and substances have, or are
being, phased out of use.
• 2025: HMG suppliers have established zero waste
to landfill or zero-waste targets. Suppliers are
meeting targets to incorporate more recycled
materials in their products and eliminate the use
of single use plastics. There’s a yearly increase in
ICT kit purchased/leased that is
remanufactured/refurbished.

Business rule 3: To meet
transparency and
accountability
commitments

• 2020: Supply chain data on carbon, environmental
impacts, materials, chemicals, and wider business
responsibilities are regularly harvested and analysed from
tier 1 and tier 2 suppliers. For instance, blockchain is used
to trace raw materials and digitise product information
(digital labels, tags, watermarks, passports) thereby
providing easily accessible supply chain and product
information. HMG purchases only from suppliers that
comply with the UK Modern Slavery Act and use of the
Home Office’s Modern Slavery Assessment Tool (MSAT).
• 2025: Suppliers help HMG map supply chains to identify
high risk areas, and focussed mitigation work on those
categories/supplier partners is in place. Common
international reporting frameworks and standards are
used with data being monitored in real time (open data
standard) to measure and map key performance
indicators. Reporting established for management and
awareness of resilience from climate and ecological
breakdown.
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Help

Please help us on the transparency journey

Help

Help us show and ensure that digital is part of the
solution to the climate crisis and not part of the
problem.

How

How do we best engage as one government, with
our suppliers, in terms managing risks, maximizing
opportunities and improving data management?

CCS
& Crown
Hosting
Welcome
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Jason Liggins 15/7/21

CCS - UK’s largest
Public Buying Organisation
● Provides legal routes for public sector organisations to purchase goods
and services, examples of which are:
○ G-Cloud
○ Crown Hosting
○ Cloud Compute Framework
● Is an executive agency and trading fund of the Cabinet Office
● Helps public sector organisations with what to buy and how,
2021/22 (target) figures:
○ £21.2bn spend through CCS frameworks
○ Savings/benefits target of £1.2bn

Crown Hosting Is
Cabinet
Office
Joint
Venture

● Hyperscale data centre facilities
● Multiple buildings and sites
● Thousands of racks of ‘Legacy ICT’, but less than
5% of total central gov ICT estate
● Very environmentally friendly
Procurement ● Very low cost

Data
Centre
Framework
Buildings

Crown Hosting Is Not
●
●
●
●

Cloud provider
IT Services provider
IT Hardware provider
Network provider

Crown Hosting key facts
CNZ
99.9% CO2e
savings

£3

1 month rolling term

£1
Fast and simple to buy

NCSC, CPNI, MOD

Instant carbon net zero
Safe/secure
Reliable
Economic (good value)
Quick and easy to buy

saved* for every

spent

Security Assured to all
classifications

●
●
●
●
●

no lease lock
designed to enable
digital transformation
(Cloud)

direct award from
catalogue
Service and price
governance by CCS

*on average

Supplier ecosystem in same data centres as
Crown Hosting
Network
Services

Technical
Services

40+ suppliers
all products 20+ suppliers
Crown Hosting
data centre sites

G-Cloud
5+ public clouds

● Competitive marketplace
● Economy of Scale
● Product choice
Same premises as other public sector
organisations and suppliers

Cloud first journey
Crown Hosting as an enabler
as-is (now)

legacy
ICT

transition steps
relocate

re-host

right
size

re-platform

to be (future)
re-factor

micro
services

capital cost (£)
operational cost (£)
carbon emissions (CO2e)

time

migration right
size

cloud native
public cloud

● move reduce cost and carbon
● use money saved to transition and
transform

Here for you
crownhosting@crowncommercial.gov.uk
0345 410 2222
www.crowncommercial.gov.uk

@gov_procurement

Crown Commercial Service

Sustainable and Resilient
Data Hosting in the NHS
Presented by:
Ben Tongue (Sustainability Lead)

Climate
Resilient
ICT
How can we ensure our
services are climate resilient
and simultaneously bring
wider climate resilience
benefits?
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The Greener NHS Net Zero Carbon Programme
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The Net-Gain Approach – A Full Systems View

Direct Hardware
Impact

•
•
•
•

Data hosting
Network and communications
End user devices
Specialist Med-Tech and
Sensors

*Details available in Deliverable 01

Indirect
Digitisation
Benefits

Direct Software
Impact

• Development impacts –
application built
• Development impacts –
application bought

•
•
•
•
•
•

Avoided on-site care
Home
Travel
Space
Paper and postage
Time saving

Service Design
Considerations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interoperability
Resilience
Reuse
Digital inclusive design
Ill health prevention
Patient well-being
Training responsible digital
citizens
• Health equality
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Eco-Efficient Hosting and Networking Criteria
1. Cloud First
•

3. Server Software

2. Infrastructure Set Up
•
•
•
•

Run on renewable energy and low PUE
Green server choice and long refresh cycles
Reuse heat or free cooling
Avoid hardware lock-in

•
•

Use most energy efficient firmware options
Coding efficiently and optimising databases

Choose low carbon platforms

4. Architectural Patterns
•
•
•
•
•

Maximise server load
Operating hours e.g. on demand
Availability levels e.g. reliability
Network traffic – optimise requirement for
transfer data e.g. payload size and computer
requirements for messaging
Service levels – (bronze-platinum) assess
services to ensure they comply
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Our NHS Cloud Migration Vision
• We recognise the positive impact moving away from on-premise hosting to cloud
environments can have in terms of Co2, power usage and resilience in addition to the
numerous other operational and security benefits etc.
• NHS Digital and NHSX are working closely together to consider how together we can help
the NHS accelerate a shift from on-prem to cloud as well as optimise cloud consumption
once there.
• We will work with the NHS to help standardise the building blocks of cloud adoption, signal
best practice, build cloud engineering skills and expertise and ensure NHS hosting
arrangements are secure, resilient, cost effective, sustainable and increasingly automated.
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Any questions to:
Ben.tongue1@nhs.net

Thank You
@nhsdigital

company/nhs-digital
www.digital.nhs.uk
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